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POLICY
CHANGE

The 146 men arrested, of
the 225 persons reported in
the clubs at the time, were
herded into paddywagons, ta-

ken to police headquarters

ACTIVIST

MINISTER
Chris Glaser was born in
He was raised as a fundamentalist Baptist in Southern California. He left the

1950.

Baptists for the Presbyterians
while still in high school.
Since then,

he has served the
Church in a variety of ways,
many of them innovative and
change-oriented. As a member
of the First Presbyterian
Church of Van Nuys (California)
he was elected and ordained
as a Ruling Elder. In college
he worked as director of youth
ministry at the Congregational
Church of Northridge (Califor-

nia)

.

During his first year at
Yale Divinity School, Glaser
developed a ministry to gay
students on the university

campus, working first with
Yale's Gay Alliance and then
starting a Gay Christian Support Group at the Divinity
School. That led him to a year
long internship in campus ministry at the Christian Association of the University of Penn-

sylvania.

When the United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. formed
its National Tastk Force to
Study Homosexuality, Chris was
selected as its only gay member. That task force recently
released its findings. Of its
19 members, 14 found that homosexuality is not sin and therefor not necessarily a bar to
ordination. That position will
be contested and acted upon by
the denomination's yearly gen-

eral assembly.
Currently, Chris* is serving
on the staff of the West Holly-

wood Presbyterian Church as
director of the Lazarus project.
The intent of the project is
to serve as a non-judgmental
counseling ministry to the gay

community and to integrate gay
people into the congregational

Chris is
life of the church.
also national coordinator/treasurer of Presbyterians for Gay
Concerns (P.O. Box 46412, Los
Angeles, CA 90046.)

The ADVOCATE

The U.S. Public Health Service has adopted the position
of the American Psychiatric
Association and will no longer
define homosexual persons as
either "sex deviants" or "psychopathic personalities." The
public Health Service will so
inform all its officers at
border crossings, and all Immigration officials and State Department visa officers will also be individually informed of
the policy change.
The April 4th meeting was
the third held in the past year
between NGTF and Immigration
and Naturalization officials,
and was set up when it became
apparent that a key factor was
the Immigration statute's

companied by vocal and physical abuse.
All but one
pleaded not-guilty when arraigned in municipal court
the next morning.

The unprecedented raid
came only a week after the
First National Congress for
Gay Men and Lesbians in Quebec, during which a march of
125 took place.
It is believed the bar raids were in
retaliation for the gay demonstration following the Congress
coast to-Coast Times

.

-

FEDERAL PRISONS
CHANGE TERMS

spe-

cific exclusion of "sex deviants'
and "psychopathic personalities"

from admission to the United
States, and the Public Health
Service's continued inclusion

of gay people under these cateINS had previously
gories.
agreed to accede to court rulings that "good morale character" is not at issue in deter-

mining gay people's eligibility
for citizenship.

WASHINGTON-A new District of
Columbia Crime Code which,
legalizes homosexual acts between consenting adults, has
been approved by the D.C.

Law

Review Commission and forwarded to Congress.
The code repeals the existing legal prohibition of
sodomy, and renders invalid
other existing statutes which
make misdemeanors of solicitation to sodomy or attempted
s,odomy. The code also legalizes all private consensial
sex acts between adults. The
code removes gender references
from sexual assault crimes,
providing protection for victims of same-sex assault, and
sets the age of consent at 16,
except in cases where one partner is between 11 and 15 and
the other is no more than five
years older.
Gay activists hope for
passage of the code by September.
The code must survive
hearings in both the Senate
and House District Committees;
hearings in the Senate Committee are due to begin sometime
this month. If the code survives, the District will become the 20th state to repeal

anti-sodomy laws.
If changed, D.C.'s sodomy
statutes would officialize a
policy put into practice by

IT'S TIMIi

IT'S WAR!!

Police Chief Cullinane
about three years ago. There
have been no prosecutions for
sodomy since 1975. If approved, the code would not take
effect for one year after
passage.
"The problems we anticipate have little to do with
the substance of the code,"
Don Seikaly, senior lawyer of
the Law Review Commission
told the Blade, D.C.'s gay
"They have to do
newspaper.
with who has the power, D.C.
or Congress. If Congress decides, it can extend its
power over these issues past
the deadline."
D.C.

About 2,000 furious Canadian gay men, lesbians and
straight sympathizers demonstrated October 23 against the
biggest mass arrest in Quebec
since the 1970 War Measures
Massive .police raids
gay mensV bars in downtown Montreal led to the riotlike, two-and-a-half hour protest, the largest and most
military gay demonstration in
Canadian history.
crisis.
on two

As the first tangible

Police motorcycles ran

down several
while several others were injured by indiscriminate billyclub attacks.
Protesters re-

tailiated by attacking passing
motorcycles and police officers, and throwing beer bottles and glasses.
Two men
were arrested and charged with
assaulting a policeman and two
others for breaking windows.
The protest was called in
response to the October 22
early morning raid on the Truxx
La Mystique bars, when Montreal police, armed with
machine guns, arrested 146 men
and charged them as found-ins
in a "common bawdy house."
The owner was charged with
keeping a "bawdy house."
Eight charges of gross indecency and two of drug trafficking were laid as well. More
than 50 uniformed and plainclothes police from the Divisional Morality, Mobile and
Technical squads carried off
the raid in bullet-proof
vests.

OVER

and held without bail for 15
hours while "compulsory" YD
tests were administered, ac-

Homosexuals will no longer be
defined as "Sex Deviants" or
"Psychopathic Personalities"

Chris Glaser

JUNE 1978
D.C. TURNS

-

re-

sult of the March meeting in
Washington (D.C.) with representatives, Norman A. Carlson,
director of the Federal Bureau
of Prisons, has issued a policy statement to all prison
staff. He prohibits any further references to "homosexual
rape" or "homosexual assault"

'

and instead instructs staff
to use the terms "sexual assault" or "rape."
In the
directive, he acknowledges that
"terminology used in reporting

...
...

has created
a misunderstanding on the part
of the public as to the nature
of these assaults
Through
the use of such terms, the
public is led to believe these
assaults are committed by persons who are homosexual. While
homosexuals are frequently the
victims, the vast majority of
rapes and assaults are committed by persons who are not
homosexual."
In a letter to Jean
O'Leary and Bruce Voeller,
Carlson says that he has asked
Peggy Erandsen, his special
assistant, to serve as formal
liaison to NGTF.
sexual assaults

The ADVOCATE

In This Issue
This month's issue of
Fifth Freedom expands to sixteen pages with a variety of
articles and columns in celebration of Gay Pride Week in Buff
Buffalo. Our feature story, entitled Coming Out: Six Stories
of Gay Liberation can be found
on pages 6 and 7. On page 4 is
a review of the Armand Hammer
Collection and the opening of
the Copper Kettle as a gay
restaurant. Also of interest is
an article on the Men's Conference at ÜB, page 9. Events for
Gay Pride Week can be found on
the back cover of the issue.
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a monthly publication

of the Mattachine Society of the
Niagara Frontier*
It is distributed
free of charge in any establishment
and with any organization permitting
such distribution.
Our monthly
circulation is 4,000.

1

panied by a stamped, self-addressed
All materials submitted
envelope.
are subject to editorialization.
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fee for mailing and
handling is $3.50 yearly.
Mattachine

'4

accepted up to publication.

Mail subscription requests, letters
to the editor, address changes,
copy and contributions to:
sth FREEDOM
Box 1270
Ellicott Station
Buffalo, New York 14216

Staff

i
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Deadlines for feature articles, art,
letters and ad copy is the 10th of
eacli month, for publication in the
following month's issue.
News items

I

i
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of the name or picture
§
other representation of a business, |
organization or person(s) in articles
or advertising in this newspaper is
|
not an indication of the sexual orien-|
tation of such person, organization
or business.
§

members receive the paper free of
charge.
Each issue is mailed in a
plain, sealed envelope.
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We welcome any contribution of news
items, written articles, letters
art work or photography by members of
the gay community. We cannot guarantee the return of any materials
submitted for publication, whether
used by sth FREEDOM or not, unless
specifically requested and accom-
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FROM OUR MAILBAG

I

to Buffalo

.

A year or two ago if someone had told
leaving Buffalo, I would have
considered him somewhat of a traitor. After
all he was leaving the city that I had
grown fond of (and held high hopes for)
after my arrival from a large East Coast
city in 1975. Now, in a few short weeks, I
too,will be leaving--headed for one of the
half dozen or so gay meccas in this country,
Washington, D.C.
What went wrong? Why is
the thought of remaining here now so unappealing to mc?
Like many newcomers here, I found the
city to my liking and saw in it a lot of
potential.
It was easy to meet people in
the bars and I enjoyed being somewhat promiscuous. There always seemed to be an
.iinple supply of attractive people. Outside
iiXtWe g.sy life I eagerly read articles on
the forthcoming renaissance which would
surely begin any day. I read of many plans
and proposals that sounded terrific but
after a year, then two, then three, I knew
that the truth was staring mc in the face.
Nothing had happened. Nothing was happening.
There were no highrises going up on the
mc he was

waterfront; more businesses downtown were
closing up; suburbanites became more parochial than ever--"Buffalo, who needs it, I
live in Amherst"; Delaware Park Lake is
nearing the eyesore stage; our taxes are
eaten up raiding book stores and theatres,
and chasing prostitutes. I would hate to be
a conventioneer here for a good time in the
evening --he may die of boredom. And please
don't bring up the stadium that was built in
Orchard Park instead of on the waterfront,
or the new UB campus being built in Amherst
instead of downtown-- thinking of these monumental faux pas is not good for the blood

pressure.

I.guess the last straw for mc was the
collapse of gay life in this city last Fall
and Winter. I was really encouraged last
Fall by the expansion of gay facilities that
was happening or in the works. The Hibachi
was open with its great restaurant; Mean

Alice's was a lot of fun; Gabriel's was o-pening; the Little Club had already turned
gay and the long-awaited baths next door
was announcing an opening day; the Villa was
making its long delayed move across the
street; out of town interests were in town
to buy a building for a super bar; the
Genesee Theatre was active; and the Capri
Theatre was a good spot for meeting.
I don't have to tell you how that
bubble burst. Frist the Hibachi, then the
baths, then Gabriel's, then the out of
town interests pulled out, the Little Club
is hardly a gay bar, the Genesee Theater is
closed, the Capri has signs warning that it
is patrolled by the Buffalo Vice Squad. The
latest is Ricardo's, there is talk that
Mayor Griffin wants to close what's left
(but I don't think he will be successful).
Thus, it was not hard for mc to opt
for D.C. with its gay rights laws and soon
to be repealed sodomy laws, dozens of bars,
baths, movies, and other gay attractions,
a booming gay community, people flocking
back to the city to live, and mushrooming
cultural and entertainment atmosphere.
But, to be on the positive side about
Buffalo, what can be done by those who
choose to stay here and have, perhaps more
optimism than I had? Buffalo is still not
without appeal. I have found the people
here the best anywhere. The city is extremely easy to get around in--it is well laid
out. Allentown and adjacent areas have
great charm and it has managed to hold its
own or slowly get better. I believe that
the key to the city's turn around will be
the long overdue emergence of Allentown as
the in place to live.

One very positive thing that could be done
is to develop some gay clout in the city.
This can only be done by having a high percentage of gays in the city and preferably

in one section of the city. Then, suddenly,
a councilman finds he cannot get elected
without the vote; a business man who refuses
to support the gay community pays for his
bigottry at the cash register; more gay merchants will be able to survive. If you are
a suburban holdout get out of your rut, do
something positive and move to the city.
You may like having friends blocks away instead of miles. When you move here, support
what you've got. Shop downtown instead of at
the Asphalt Mali. Do you know that the bars
are open during the week as well as Friday
and Saturday nights?-.-1- find it much easier
to meet people during the week when things
are friendlier and not everyone is frantically searching for Mr. Right; why not join the
Mattachine now that it's on its way back to
life? How about talking Rosys (Rum and Rations) into coming out of the closet?
Buffalo, I'll miss you. It was good
while it lasted and I wish things could have
been different. Thanks. Goodbye.
George

In the last issue of the sth Freedom
there was an interview with Guy Vullo. In
it there was a statement made that the owner
of the Hibachi Room put a sign on the door
"Closed thank you Buffalo". It's true that
once Mean Alices opened, business at the
Hibachi Room fell off. However, people were
still going there. I went there one Friday
evening and there were five or six people
there. The cover charge had been dropped
which meant whites could get in without paying. Knowing that there was no cover charge
I went there, and, being Black, I was
I was pissed!
charged $3.00 to get in.
There was a group of people standing at the
door when they asked for the three dollars
and some of them knew mc.
After about fifteen minutes the person watching the door,
who was Guy Vullo, returned the money.
It's policies like that which did, the
Hibachi Room in.
It's true they had trouble
with pimps and hookers, but to charge people
because they are Black was no way to handle
the problem.
It only made matters worse.
Nowhere in the interview was there any
mention of the fact that the Hibachi Room
was closed by the Internal Revenue Service.
As a businessman, the owner should have
paid his taxes.
So, let's put the blame
where it is due. If he had treated people
right, there would have been no way for
Mean Alice's, or anyone else, to take his
business away.
So, we say goodbye to the Hibachi Room
and hope that this will be lesson to all
bar owners who turn their bars Gay when
they can't make it as a straight bar. The
same applies to the Downtown Manor.
It
was supposed to have been a mixed bar--for
both men and women.
Yet, some women threw
out some of the men and the bartenders did
nothing about it. That was why a lot of
men quit going there and there are lots
more reasons. Let's not bullshit the people
of Buffalo. We have a right to expect good
treatment from a Gay bar where we spend
our money and, when we don't get it, we have
a right to go where we will get.

:

Claude G.

I've recently heard a rumor that there are
never 'real' letters to the editor
that in itself motivated me to try,
I have lived in Buffalo for six years, on and
off, and am leaving this June; I am not leaving this'
city because it is dying and decaying, I'm leaving

--

letters con't on
I

1

AU sth FREEDOM staff are volunteers.
Anyone interested in working on the
paper should call our business
office at (716) 881-5335, write to
the address above or drop in at
our office at 45 Allen Street.
Permission is required for reproduction of any materials printed in
the sth FREEDOM.

Mattachine needs your support.
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If you would like to make a contribution towards Gay Rights in Buffalo,
Please use this handy PLEDGE FORM.

] YESy I>d llke to ,nake a contribution towards Gay
rights in Buffalo. I pledge to pay the
following monthly sum for one year. I understand that I will be reminded monthly.
] YES, I,d like to v&ke a one time » anonymous
donation of the following sum.

[]$1

page

[]$2

[]$5

[]$ 50

[] $ 100

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

If this donation is a single one, the above

[] $

information is not required.

Mail to MSNF, Fundraising Comm., at the address on the back cover of the Fifth Freedom.

Thank you.

SHORT SHOTS
It's Butch To Be In Dance

Battered Husbands Arise
We have been hearing a lot about "battered wives" these days, but
it turns out that husbands are the targets of marital violence
too. A study of 2143 American families classified as "normal"
Tound that 4.6 per cent of the wives had been involved in committing violence against their husbands. In comparison, 3.8 per

cent of the husbands admitted to using violence against their
wives. PHILADELPHIA GAY NEWS

,

Gay In The Capitol

Gay Morning After Pill ?
--

"A GOODBYE GIFT FOR THE LOVER WHO'S GOING STRAIGHT
AGAIN":
The perfect tongue-in-cheek present for male lovers, friends and
others. Instructions include a 100% guarantee against male pregnancy. They are entitled
A.M., The Morning After Birth Control
Pill for Men. [another ad from the ADVOCATE ]

:

Gay Pride! City Support
-

Francisco
The Hotel Tax Fund of this city has provided a
grant which will partially finance this year's Gay Freedom Day
Parade, to be held on June 25. The grant, in the amount of $10,000
was announced by the city's chief Administrative Officer. In the
)ast, such funds were denied the parade (which is the largest
mnual event in S.F.) because it was allegedly "too political."
San

A ballet dancer may be a better athlete than a football player,
says Dr. James Nicholas, founder of the Institute of Sports
Medicine. Nicholas says that a survey of male and female athletes
shows that a "prima ballerina like Dame Margot Fonteyn may be
every bit as athletic as a pro-football player like star tackle
Green." PHILADELPHIA GAY NEWS
•Mean Joe

Rep. Frederick Richmond (D.,N.Y.) has confessed to his constituents but but pleaded innocent in the courtroom to having solicited the sexual favors of two young men at his home in the capital. According to his lawyers, it is unlikely that the case
will be p.osecuted so long as Richmond continues "professional
treatment" at least until the trial date. NEW GAY LIFE

First There Was Barbie....

,

JEW GAY LIFE.

808 the world's first Gay
life-like 12-inch moveable
plastic doll with hair, earring and PRIVATE PARTS
dressed in
cowboy shirt, blue jeans and custom cowboy boots. Pictured are
r
his closet an! ully illustrated fashion catalogue." [an ad
found in the ADVOCATE.}

Poland?

Lesbians & Child Custody

The Swedish parliament in a surprising move lowered the consensual sex age from 18 to 15 for homosexuals, becoming the first
country in the free world to do so, suceeding Poland. COAST TO
COAST TIMES

Iris Films/Iris Feminist Collective, the producers of "In the
film about Lesbian mothers
and child custody, has published a pamphlet of the same name.
For a copy write
Iris Films, P.0.80x 26463, Los Angeles, CA
90026 [suggested donation is $1.50]

"COME OUT OF THE CLOSET WITH 'GAY
doll for everyone. "Gay Bob" is a

-

Best Interest of the Children," a

:

GAY COMMUNITY NEWS

Rides & Riders Share
TRANSHARE" of Portland (Oregon) is a cross-country
transportation pool computerized to match ride"and rider. If you
choose, you can be confidentially computer-coded as gay, but
with this caveat: Peoples' TranShare legally cannot and does not,
promise or guarantee that you will be matched up with a Gay rider
Peoples'
(800) 547-0933 or write
or driver. Call toll free
TranShare, P.0.80x 40303, Portland, OR 97240. ADVOCATE
"PEOPLES'

:

:

Attila, Too?
Controversial Philadelphia Mayor Frank Rizzo recently announced
that he will not seeka thrid term in office. Rizzo, who ran for
re-election four years ago on the slogan "I'm gonna make Atilla
the Hun look like a faggot," does not plan to abandon politics.
Rizzo has revealed that he will seek a new career as the head of
a national campaign to protect "the rights of white Americans."
YIPSTER TIMES

EDITORIAL

The Enchanted Frog
1
2

PRIDE--this is the tenth anniversary of the Stonewall Riots
in New York City; the time that Gay People--street people,
transvestites, college kids, freaks and others--fought back.
This is the commemoration of the start of militant Gay Liberation.
In that time 18 states have repealed their anti-sodomy
laws.... In that time over 40 communities have passed antidiscrimination laws....
In that time have come edicts barring
governmental discrimination in Federal, Pennsylvania state and
New York City civil service....
In that time the Unitarian,
Episcopal, United Church of Christ, Society of Friends, and
the Reformed Jewish Rabbis have, come out in support of Gay
Rights, and the recognition of gay people as whole and beautiful
In that time the APA, ALA, AMA, AFL-CIO, Teamsters,
beings....
Teachers Unions, and other organizations have come out in favor
In that time we have seen
of gay private and civil rights.
openly Gay people elected in Massachusetts, Minnesota, California and elsewhere.
We have heard much on gay defeats.
Let us not forget our
victories! This is the tenth year. We can't lose faith; there
is much for which we should be proud and happy.
GAY

NEW YORK PILLOW
168 ELM WOOD AVENGE
BGFFALO, NEW YORK 14201
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716-885-4522

Manufacturers of two, three, four, and six pillow
couches, end tables, cocktail tables, large variety of

pillows, platform beds with foam rubber mattresses.
(Guaranteed not to squeak
regardless of what activity is performed on them.)
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT
A New Gay Restaurant
by Clan Chattan
Several months ago, when I
was not a commuter from the
sleepy South Towns area, but a
resident of a shady Allentown

neighborhood, I would make infrequent pilgrimages up th block
to Gabriel's Gate. It filled a
nice spot in my life then, a

comfortable establishment where
I knew everyone's shocked eyes
wouldn't be telescoping in on
mc if I held my date's hand.
Gabriel's Gate and I became
ships passing in the night, or
rather a ship and an iceberg
passing in the night, an iceberg which has since dissolved
from view. The Hibachi, the
Downtown Manor, Ricardo's, all
boasting dining of sorts, have
also melted from the scene.
Each time the doors close, the
lament goes up "What's wrong
with the gay community? What do
those people want?" The biggest
problem is that no one ever
thought to ask.
Each year hundreds of million
of dollars are spent to find
out which flavored biscuit cats
will drool over and what color
casserole dish you'll be proud
to bring from the oven to the
table. Yet bar owners lay out
thousands of dollars on expansion, flashing lights, sound
systems and enough help to sink
the Queen Mary, without the
least thought as to what gay
people are looking for or need.
That is, until now.
I was privileged enough to
be among six gay people invited
to the Copper Kettle, a restaurant bar at 2295 Main Street,
to discuss with the owner plans
for accommodatingthe place to
a gay clientele.
Frankly I had expected a
short bull session over a few
icy beers , but we were treated
to a lavish dinner full of gastronomic promises of thin.gs to
come. The owner of the Copper
Kettle, Salvatore Butera, is the
same Fat Sam once associated
with Fat Sam's Spaghetti Factory on Allen Street. The menu at
present boasts much the same
simple fare found at the Spaghett
Factory. It was very obvious
that Sam's skills are extensive
indeed, and it.comes as no surprise to learn that he had stud
-ied in Europe for five years.
His offering to us started with
a delicate dish of Scampi, progressed though a light salad,
and shells with a rich marmara
sauce, and climaxed with a perfect egg plant parmigiana apcl
golden veal francaise. a round
of vanilla ice cream, nestled
with strawberries and gilded
with Grand Marnier was a perfect
ending.

Afterwards we settled down to
a prolonged discussion over
coffee.
I have always felt that dining out with someone you part-ie
-ularly care for is one of the
most pleasant relaxing experiences life offers. In addition
the Copper Kettle has the unique
opportunity to fill two of the
voids in Ga.y night life. A
restaurant and a coffee house.
If any word could be used to

describe the attitude of

to our needs, it would be H pli
able". The Copper Kettle is
practically a blank canvas wait
-ing to be filled with whatever
designs we feel the most need
for. Each of us there emphasiz
-ed his own particular design
for the restaurant. A price
range generally between $5.00
and $8.00 for most entrees, a
quiet musical background, predominately classical, and a
streamlined exciting menu that
takes advantage of the seasonal produce in the markets.
I have confidence that Sam
is a chef who is able to take
grasp of the good hearty bourgeois cuisine that is often
neglected in this -area in favor
of either disma]
at
very expensive European cuisine
or uninspired steaks and Quiches
The Copper Kettle is presently of modest proportions,
neatly divided between the front
bar area and the more secluded
back room. It is just the sort
of place James Caan would use
if Hide In Plain Sight called
for a neighborhood Italian
restaurant. But-in addition to
a gay restaurant there has also
been the need for a spot where
quiet talk, coffee and dessert
or a carafe of wine are all that
are required. Whenever I fall
victim to that European urge,
I usually wind up in the Rue
Franklin West where I dissolve
into an orgy of tea and chocolate walnut cake. However, even
there the talk is not quite as
unrestrained as I would like it.
The front area of the Copper
Kettle ( and the back room after
the last dinners have been comfortably completed) is the perfect spot for such an undertaking, and I have no doubts
that Sam could put out a few
snacks, pastries and coffee of
unexcelled temptation. He has
also declared himself eager to
make the Kettle available for
displays of local Gay art.
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716-885-5020

the'perfect

spot for a cap-

pucino and slice of sacher
torte on a chilly day (and we've
certainly got enough of them in
Buffalo), in the summer months
something more is called for.
I have at times fancied myself
a romantic able to sip cinzano
with best of them while I view
-ed a surrounding sea of pretty
faces.To my delight the Kettle
boasts a back yard patio fairly
panting to be filled with all
the fittings of an outdoor cafe.
It would be the perfect spot to
catch a tan or watch the stars
appear.
As an extra gift, Sam has

even more rooms upstairs which

he would like to turn into a

.

quiet lounge with a service bar.
But that is of course a distant
future plan.
Naturally it is a Utopian
dream to imagine that each of

the fantasies that pass though
senses when we ponder what
to do in the evening could be
answered by one establishment,
but I am getting a bit tired of
having to settle on my own home
as the sight of romantic dinners
our

art view

by Don Hipchen
Visible from the upstairs
v lobby, without entering the
show was a portrait by John

Singer Sargent, (1856-1925),
an American.
The portrait of
Dr. Pazzi at Home sporting a
royal red robe, immortalized .,
in a rather affected pose, was
the most striking element of
the show.
Its prominent position, large size, and brilliant
color awed each viewer.
This
was not the only humbling exIn a
perience of the show.

collection of the Armand

Hammer Collection there are
many pieces considered all over
'the world to be primary representatives of the word Art.
For example; an eve simply

Though it offers the convenience
of couch and bed after the
candle is snuffed out, it also

greets one with

a

littered as-

sortment of soiled crockery the
following morning. Sam is no
dilettante but a restauranteur
fo» over 40 years, who can offer
an ample menu, a special dinner

:

request with a bit of notice,
and a trip through European_
cuisine through weekly ethnic
dinner courses.
The Copper Kettle
could
help mc on those evenings when
the proximity of bed is less
important thai the trouble involved in the romantic Prelude.
Also I emphasize that the
:opper Kettle exists solely in
addition and not in competition
to the existing bars. I frequent
the bars myself with regularity
and look for and get specific
things out of the bar environment and enjoy the process enormously. But many of us do need
an atmosphere where we can talk
quietly to friends or quitely
meet new people. Because a different environment will be available to us, compatable to
many who have traditionally avoided the bars, there may actually be more people to meet.
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although a cosy coffeehouse

is

ADF

"JUNO" -Rembrandt( 1606~ 1669)
sketched in charcoal by Leonardo da Vinci, expresses as much
character as a carefully oil
layered eye of Rembrant's portraiture. There is a certain
holiness to a collection of
this sort; each selection being
more awesome than the next.
Even to a novice, the discovery of the classics has to
be moving.
At least one of
the many pieces being familiar

to everyone, whether it's a
Reubens or Modiglianni.
The piece that attracted
the most attention was Rembrant's allegorical portrait
of Juno, the Roman goddess and
Juno is
protectress of women.
a buxom female typical of the
17th century. The rich dark
background thrusts the figure
into the lifelike splendor represented by the Baroque Period
She has the poise and garb of
a queen, yet the innocence of
a peasant girl.
In contrast to the realism
of Juno is the Rubens portrait
of Three Dancers in Yellow
Skirts.
They are done in pastel simplicity that suggests

their presence, rather than a
statement of their existence through subdued, every

blatant

Art View con'f on page 9
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Buffalo's Gay American History
1969: It had been three
years since the last -gay bar in
Buffalo was closed. People were
forced to gather in their homes
or leave the city for socializing
and entertainment. The homosexual
community in Buffalo was ready

for a change.

J 969.

The "final blow fell in late
A gay man was refused a

restaurant license because of his
sexual orientation. Outraged at

this latest attack on their freedom, members of the gay community
gathered for the first itme as a
group to discuss what action
could be taken. A decision was
made to form an organization for
the social, educational and political benefit of gay people.
No one in the city had any
experience in organizing, so
Franklin Kameny, president of
Mattachine in Washington, D.C.,
was invited to come to Buffalo.
He lent time and leadership to
helporig the new organization get

FRIENDS

BEFRIEND
The American Friends Service Committee (AFSC) has announced an affirmative action
plan aimed at gay people, women and Third World persons.
In Spetember 1975, four
gays on the staff or committees
of the organization sent a
letter throughout the organization announcing that they
were gay and requesting discussion of the problems of gays
in AFSC and in society as a
whole.
The Affirmative Action
Planning Committee said in its
final report "...Gay people
are one of the few groups of
people remaining in this coun-

off the ground. In gratitude, the
Buffalo group adopted the name
Mattachine, and the Mattachine
Society of the Niagara Frontier
was born!
The first days were difficult. The group had to learn how
to work together. A structure had
to be set up. Survival strategies
had to be developed. Although the
members were new to all of this,
a rapidly growing sense of identity and community pride helped

the process along.
At this point in time, our
headquarters were located across
from the Buffalo Athletic Club
and around the corner from City
Hall, the Sheriff's Dept., and
Police Headquarters. During this
period Mattachine became the target of police harassment and underwent a series of raids. During
the last raid an epileptic went
into a seizure; members were prevented from going to her aid.
That lesbian wears a neck brace

try against whom it is legal
to pass discriminatory laws,
and mpunt popular campaigns
denying them rights." The

to the present day as a result
of that incident.
It became obvious that our
survival hinged on a move. Matt-

achine acquired meeting space
from the Unitarian Church and
held meetings and social events
there. For the next few years
members worked diligently serving
the gay community as best it could
with its limited resources. Finally, on Feb. 1, 1973 Mattachine
opened Buffalo's frist Gay Community Services Center at Elmwood
and Utica Sts. Good things were
happening for the gay community!
But on Friday evening March
23, 1973, the people who worked
so long and so hard watched the
Center burn to the ground in a
fire caused by faulty wiring.
Determined not to give up, Mattchine returned to the Unitarian
Church until offices on Allen
Street were located.
For awhile the offices on
Allen were adequate. It was small
but large enough for meetings,
and dances were still being held
at the Church. But as interest in
the organization grew and Mattchine expanded the services it
offered to the community , it be
came apparent that more space
was needed.
Mattachine located a 5,000
sq. ft. facility on Main St. It
was filthy and in a state of total disrepair, but once again the
group rallied together and created what was one of the largest,
most' active gay community center.
That center closed in Feb.
1976 due to lack of funds. The
building was torn down in 1977.
We are now back at 45 Allen where
have a business office, rooms 3
and 4. We offer the same services
that we offered at the center on
Main Street.
Look for more 'history of
the Mattachine Society in the
next issufi.

Committee has directed that
each of its regional offices
actively seek the participation
of openly gay people on its
staff.
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"Coming out" has as many

definiations as there are gay

people who have done it. To
mc, coming out meant that I
recognized, and admitted to
myself, that I felt a much

greater sexual attraction and
sense of complete fulfillment
when I was relating to another
man than when I was relating
to a woman.
This actual recognition and subsequent admission
did not occur until
I was a Freshman in college
in a small southeastern Missouri college.
I was 18 years
old at the time; Bob was almost 30. I met Bob when a
friend of mine brought him
back to the dormitory after

fining myself as "queer" was
something I was not yet willing to do.. Having been
reared very strictly in the
Southern Baptist Church, I
had been taught that sex of
any kind without marriage and
the hope of child production

mine", to the actual mutual
masturbation and beginnings
of oral sex that occurred in
the church's basement bathroom between Sunday School
and Church with another boy
about two years my senior
(yes, A.8., it was a Southern
Baptist Church). However,

was wrong. This extended
from the prepubescent exploration with the little girl
across the street, "you show
mc yours and T'll show you

through my high school years,
I fell in "love" with several
of the girls in my class (and
not a few of the boys), and
I had sexual relationships
with many of them. I even
became engaged to a girl, and
swore eternal fidelity. She
went to one college and I
went to another (she could
afford Baylor; I could afford
only S.E. Mo. State). During
the beginning of my Freshman
year, I remained true to her
with other women, but I met

they had met in a local
straight bar [I was too young,
and too religious!, to go to
bars at that time).
I happened to drop in to my friend
room; Bob eventually spent
the night with mc.

,

some other men who were more
experienced than I, and with
whom I began to have sexual
Later that
relationships.
year is when Bob entered the

Until that time all of
my sexual experiences, and
there had been many--both
homosexual and heterosexual,

had been fun, interesting,
and erotic affairs, but I had
not defined them in terms of
my own sexual orientation.
By the time I met Bob, I knew
that I enjoyed sex more with
men than with women, but de-

picture.

Bob made mc feel as no
other person had ever made
feel} Not only did he fulfill my every sexual need
and fantasy, but he did it
in such a way that made mc
feel good about myself and
It sounds
important to him.

JIM HAYNES

trite I know, but he was a
salesman with a
toothpaste company, and certainly had many exp-eriences
while on the road, but when
he was with mc, I felt spe>cial. He could actually take•
mc out for a steak dinner

traveling

and not feel embarrassed when
I didn't have a tie to wear.
He taught mc ways of expressing myself sexually 'in' gentle,
non-hurried fashions that
let mc overcome my fears and
inhibitions at my own speed.
I learned that what I wanted
to do was not dirty or perverted but fun, pleasing and
fulfilling both physically

and psychologically. He
let mc find my way with his

body and explore in unhurried
fashion without feeling a
need to "perform". He led
mc gently over the clumsy.
He also showed mc the beauty
of my own body and of my

He talked, exHe held,
stroked, and kissed. He was
patient and gentle. He led
my quietly to admit to myself that I was indeed homosexual (the word gay was not
used then), and that it is
a beautiful thing to be. I
owe him so much more than a
year's supply of free toothpaste... I owe him contentment with myself. Everyone
have such a Bob in
emotions.

plained, and loved.

life...

when

he/

coming out.'

STORI
SIX
IOUT:
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Coming out: I always a bit con
fused when asked the question
"when did you come out", as if
I was expected to reply with a
day, month and year. But I like
the phrase "coming out"
it
sounds alive, not static, forward moving. There's so much
gay jargon, I suspect the phras
will be picked up and merchandised by straight people, but
that ok, I think
I feel "coming out" is a universal experience. To mc it means to become
myself, to truly separate from
my parents, to become an individual. It means discovering my
own values and rules and feelings, and acting on them, and
accepting the consequences. So
I really like the idea that
"coming out" brings to mind.
Politically, it means something
somewhat different, but that's
less interesting to mc.
Coming out as a gay person
which limits the concept a bit,
was scary, exciting and is
pretty well resolved for mc now
It started when I realized I
enjoyed having sex with men,and
continued with a lot of inner
questioning. I read everything
I could get my hands on about
being gay, but it wasn't until
I met other gay men who were
as happy and healthy as you or
I that I began feeling proud to
be gay. I finally started telling other people more about mc,

-

-

TOM HAMMOND

friends, my sister, people at
work, and finally parents. That
might have been a mistake
every one has taken it fine ex-

-

-

cept parents
especially mother. That's the hardest part of
being gay for mc
connecting
with my parents as a gay man.
Coming out to others was
scary at first , got easier and
is real important for me.lt'sso
nice, feels so healthy v not to
have to live two lives, lie at
work, worry about being found
out. I don't feel schizoid any
more.l susect we as gay people
often expect more rejection
from others when we come
out
than we actually get. There's
a lot of straight people who
are understanding and supportive, but when we surround ourselves with only gay people we
forget that.
I think it's also real important for younger people to
know that there are happy,
healthy gay people out there
and so hopefully my coming out
can help others besides myself.
I would have given anything
when I was fourteen for someone
to talk to about those wierd
feelings I was having.
I'm still coming out as a
person, and I hope I never stop
because that will mean I will
have stopped feeling, stopped
discovering myself, stopped
surprising myself.
Tom Hammond

-

-

Coming out: ghostly images
of insinuous feet from the next
stall in the college library's
mens room; apprehensions of being interrupted by unknowing
students in my dorm room; memories of both my excitement and
fear of the cars, relentlessly
following mc as I walked my dog
in Providence's residential
streets.
I can recall my frantic
thrice daily search for photographs of men in the New Yorker
or Time to sneak into my parents

bathroom, a_ l_a Portnoy' s Complaint
("Goodness, you have to
go a lpt," "Bill takes so long
on the john.")

.

Though at points conscious

of my gayness through high

school and college, but with no

one to confide in, it was not

until my junior year at Wesleyan
University (Ct.) that I acciden-

6

tally heard of the "tearoom" on
campus (1973-74).
I soon began
to experiment.
Sex in mensrooms
was a welcome outlet, but when I
began to get a hard-on whenever
I entered a public John, I knew
I needed different, more human,
contact.
I was lucky in the

fall of
1974 to have discovered two
personal ads of men wishing to
meet other men.
One of the two
was instrumental in my self
discovery. Finally there was
someone with whom L. could
verbalize my feelings. With his
help, I started to develop a
positive self image--no longer
was I a freak, a Pariah. I also
started to meet other gay people.
As a consequence, just slowly,
then with greater conviction, I
organized a rather loose underground group of people, "Gays at
It was a mutual
Wesleyan."
support group of about 25-30
gay students, faculty and staff,
including my class dean, the
dean of the summer school and the
Psychology librarian!
concurrently, 1 was also
I felt
dealing with my parents.
that I needed to share my feelings with them, emotions which
were bursting mc open: excitement, anxiety, desires,
It was not easy,
friendships.
certainly not comfortable. My
mother, expecially, responded
with many of the stereotypic
"Is
fears:
"You will get V.D,"
it someting we did wrong?" "You
must go see eu psychiatrist."
"We'll pay for a prostitute if
that will help." Only after I
had been to see a gay counselor
in Hartford and after my brother
had acted as a mediator, did my
parents once again deal with mc

as

a mature

individual.

More than anything else, I
feared my friends' displeasure-hatred. All along 1 was taught
that being "queer," a "faggot"-was the worst offense-- therefore
I was less of a man.
I heard

everyone around mc use those
terms as the ultimate insixlt.
Slowly, however, in the process
of meeting gay people on campus,
I was likewise coming out to my
I was
straight acquaintances.
taken aback by their acceptance.
So what if I was gay; I was still
Bill Coplon!
In the last three and a half
years, my life has taken many

turns. What has been consistent
has been my dealing with my
sexuality.

Communication with

my parents has reached the point
where they are interested in
whom I am seeing. I work, as a
chemist, openly gay. Also, I

have become strongly involved
with gay politics. Although

BILL COPLON

—

pleased with how I have progressed, I feel that I am still
"coining out"; it is a continual

process more than an isolated

event.

Coming out: "My 'Coming Out'?"
Sounds a little like "My Summer
Vacation!" Let's see, what did
I do? Where Tlid I go (when I
'came out')? less sillily, where
did I come Prom? And when?
The facts: I came out in
Santa Barbara, California, twenty months ago. Almost a year
before that, I went into a gay
bar for the first time in my
life. I was thirty five, going
on scared. I remember someone"
sitting at the bar asking mc
if I was gay. I mumbled something idiotically negative,like
"No, thank you, I don't care
for any." I guess he was trying
to pick mc up. At the time, I
probably thought he was just
being friendly or curious or
both. Given the bar games and
my short time playing them, I
perhaps still wouldn't know
when I was being cruised.
That time, the first, it
was the middle of a hot afternoon like today, when I walked
in off the back street, where
The Pub opens its doors to the
gays of Santa Barbara. It's a
dingy neighborhood, sandwiched
in between the freeway and the
railroad tracks. I think, when
I walked in and had stopped
blinking from the dark inside,
I made first a pretext of asking directions to the beach.
Not a very sophisticated
since you can almost S*HH
the beach from the
entrance! But

anyway, a
is a_ line,

;from the friends I'd been clos-est to the preceding four years
in France, I stayed, ending up
a shit job as a loader in a
large nursery near the house I
crashed in, a house next to a
car wash and across from a
shopping plaza. A long way from
Paris and Nice, the Riviera and
the lavender haze of the countryside of Provence, which had

been mv home and my refuge.
In the heat and the dust of that
back street that day, at I approached The Pub--which I had

learned of from a guy

who'd

picked mc up hitchhiking the

week before and offered mc more
than a ride--I was thinking of
southern France, so like Santa

Barbara in vegetation, in color,
but little else. I had refused
the guy in the pick up truck
mostly because I was scared and
because he was pretty ugly, but
I kept the name of the bar in
my mind--he'd said something
like, "Do you ever go to The
Pub?" and I'd asked, truthfully,
"what's that?"
Well, that afternoon I ended up talking to the bartender,
a cute crazy named Gabriel, who
told mc I'd have to try it that
evening if I wanted to find a
crowd. It was a Wednesday, and I
came back. More nervous than before- -Gabriel wasn't still work-

quite contra-indicated for my
personal growth.
Then began my real 'coming
out,' a period of going public,
open and political about my
sexuality.
I returned to the
Bar, but also I sought out what
semblances of gay organizations
and gay community that there
were to be found in smug,
sleepy little Santa Barbara.
I ended up being part of a
catalyst for revitalizing that
community, numbed from the
apathy of the seventies and
the failure of the Gay Libera-

tion Movement after the sixties

Although I still had and do

have have sexual interests in
women, I avoid the label "bi"
because of the swingers' connotation it had for mc, and has
for lots of others. I'd be
just as happy some.-day to get
beyond all labels, or just
start calling mysjslf and
friends I love and go to bed
with, "tri' or "quadra." Whatever.
Anyway I still have a
long way to 'come out --still

,

find dark places in myself to

come out from, closets, hollow
places, areas of my being and
my past Where I still want to
hide and where I feel needlessly afraid.
I've been here since September, finishing a degree in

BILL HARDY
person, that I knew was gay, and
who knew I was gay, until I was 24.
I didn't drive, so I didn't go to
the bars. I didn't dare have any
gay literature around, for even
though my parents knew, I was still
very uncomfortable talking to them
about it, and I would have been
very embarrassed had any literature
been found by them.
Then in early ]976, something
happened. I came across a mail order
catalog that had some gay oriented

I^^^^

ing and I didn't know a soul in
there --I got loaded and went

was pretty up tight.. I knew
where I was; though, actually,
it was right enough from what
I was feeling for mc to ask
directions: I did NOT know
where I was going that day and
many of the days after that. I
was disoriented in general at
that moment in my life, having
arrived in Santa Barbara only
a few months before, to collaborate on a film script: which
turned out to be a total flop.
Broke, depressed and cut off

LARRY SMITH

home with a very attractive man
who had a lover. After we had
sex , which felt good, itself, I
started crying and really had to
control it to keep from getting
totally hysterical. When he asked what was the matter with mc,

I just said that it had been a
long time. Actually, I had experienced sex with another man
only a couple of times before
in my life, and those were nervous, guilt-ridden, one-way
quickies with strangers I didn't
even talk to and never saw again. And those times were close
together, three in all, some
thirteen years earlier. A long
time indeed! This time was the
first time I had ever reciprocated or allowed myself to feel
affectionate and loving during
the experience.
That was a 'coming out' of
sorts, thoueh it ended up feeling pretty shitty. We'd gone
through the exchanging of phone
numbers when he drove mc home
the next morning, and I really
thought he intended to call mc.
He never did, and after I'd
gotten my nerve up a couple of
times to call at his lover's
and leave a message, then I began to get the message too.
This wasn't the beginning of a
relationship, a friendship, or
anything. The next Wednesday
night I went back to the Bar
hoping to see him; I didn't and
went home alone, not to return
for a long time. In the meantime, I heard the word 'trick'
for the first time, too, and
learning that I had just been
one was also a 'coming out' of
And I didn't like it
sorts.
at all.
I stayed relating to
women--my French girlfriend
came over, and my ex-wife, too
(we'd divorced in Europe, and
both been with other partners
So for close to a year,
since).
I worked at getting that scene
back together--the one with my
ex-wife about whom I was
still somewhere between nuts
and addicted. Therapy, individual, couple, group--the
works. Finally at the end of
the summer of 1976, I decided
that I wanted to have relationships with men, without hysteria
or guilt, and that the scene
with my ex-wife could not be
reanimated in fact, it was

literature and psychology.

In

another month I'll be back in
Santa Barbara, to a job as a

therapist-in-training, working
largely with alcoholics and
addicts (I realized a problem
in myself and gave up drinking
two years ago next month),
and I'll be beginning a loverrelationship with a man I've
come to love and trust, a man
I did not meet in a bar, but
in a counsellor-training situation.
He directs a gay
social services agency where
I'll continue to work as a
volunteer.
I want our life
to be open and political and
I feel
intimate and growing.
quite hopeful, despite fears.
That hope is, itself, my most
important 'coming out.'
Lawton

(Larry) Smith

To mc, coming out has been more
a state of mind than being a visible
gay person. When you have the first,
the second automatically follows.
It was not easy for mc, I don't
think it is for anyone. As a teenager, knowing my sexual preference
and how I thought the world would
treat mc, I completely withdrew.
After high school, when my parents
questioned as to my future plans,
I broke down and told them, "I'm going to kill myself, because I'm a
homosexual." Thank God, I have understanding parents. If not for
them, I probably would have killed
myself.
The next day, my family doctor
referred mc to a psychiatrist. I
saw this man on a regular basis,
for four years. It was the biggest
waste of time and money there was.

This man, a doddering man in
his mid-sixties, put mc through
everything from electric shock to
hormone injections, in an effort to
"change mc." I am not against psychiatric treatment, but if someone
is seeking it, they should delve
into who they are getting, and find
out more about them.
My problem was that I was too
accepting. I thought this man was
going to help mc, as I was also
fighting off severe depression and

paranoia.
I was still extremely closeted.
I knew I was gay, but that didn't
bother mc. What bothered mc, was
"What are other people going to
think? Everyone will hate mc." I
had never even talked to another gay

books in it, and I sent for some.
At first, I kept them hidden, but
after a while I thought, so what?
They already know. So I put them
where they belonged, on the book
shelf. I began feeling more and more
comfortable, about being open with
my parents. Soon, the openness ex-

tended to my brother and sister,
other relatives, and the friends
who are most important to mc. I
was literally shocked to discover
that people really liked mc for myself, gay or not. This was a start-

ling revelation, and it took time
to get used to it.
So, as time progressed, I have
knocked the wall down, brick by
brick, that I thought separated mc
from other people. lam still in
the process of coming out, and growing as a person, and it is an experience I look forward to eagerly.

William C. Hardy

-

High school
wanting to justify
the better
desiring x-ray eyes
to view my all male class
something non-sexual to satisfy
my good Catholic upbringing.
Shame of my dumpy physique justifies speeding through locker-

-

-

GREG KEREKES

I resent the exroom changes.
posure and fear what I might
see.
My best friend
we double-date
For two years our girl.friends
are also best friends: Happy

-
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COMING 0UT....
Family.

Only I'm jealous of
times he wants to be w/her over
mc. I can't put my finger on

why.
I continue to be thrilled by the
memory of the man who picked mc

-

up hitching and came on to mc
the first time I said "homo. 1
out loud.
Sometimes I regret
having gotten out of the car.
That scares mc.
As I ask the man at the porno
shop where to find a gay bar I'm
The place he directs
trembling.
mc to is strictly sleaze-city.
Today I might find it exotic.
That night it makes mc feel
cheap.
I'm as relieved as dis-

"

appointed when the man who's
been talking to mc drifts away.
At 20 I leave home.
I cry hysterically when Ratso
dies in "Midnight Cowboy".
I've
always been very influenced by
movies.
Though I'm in love
w/the .friend who sees it w/me, I
can't admit to myself it's sexual.
Gerald and Rudolph even
get to wrestle nude in "Women in
Love", and they aren't homo.
I'm still striving for normalcy.
Male love must be spiritual.
But though the ensemble of
queens is horribly dated, it is
my undeniable identification
w/the emotional interplay in
"Boys in the Band" which brings
mc to admit the truth.
My friend rejects mc and my
love.
A few months later, a

friend of a friend gently seduces mc, even giving mc room to
decide that, yes, this is a good
moment to find out. It is one
of the finest, least sordid,
first experiences I know of.
Naivete was a prison I sought to
shed. That meant sex. That
meant baths, bars, streets,
parks, t-rooms, back-rooms and
theatres. Though I wanted
closeness I wouldn't be tied
down.
Anyway, my conception of
what relationships meant was

I was starting
shot to hell.
from scratch.
Becoming interested in women

Inonly complicated matters.
security and inexperience did
mc in again, hooking mc into
"what it meant if I couldn't
make it." I ruined each hetero
relationship I had. My gay
relationships were degenerating into a search for my prince
in spite of myself.
Three years ago, a man I loved
threw mc over, essentially because I wasn't a woman. His

double-standard, which was

really mine too, was degrading
Consciously deciding
to mc.
to assume my "worst fears" were
true, I stopped dealing sexually w/women. I also decided
it was time I stopped looking
for something from men I
should be providing myself.
In becoming more proud of my
gayness, I became proud of myself that year,.
My friends,
straight and gay, supported mc
and if they didn't I decided I
didn't need them. In a class
that spring we were asked to
state five things to the other
members we thought it important for them to know about us.
The first thing was that I was
scared. The second was that I
Imagine my surprise
was gay.
when I became involved w/a
woman that summer. One big
difference was this woman's
love for women, and therefore,

.

I can't do otherwise and still
respect myself.
Bi-sexual is

ALLENTOWN FOOD CO-OP
252 Allen Street
Buffalo, N.Y. 14201
886~9146

either a functional word or a
straight fad. Gay is a preference, an attraction, a po-■
litical statement or a lifeI'm gay.
style.
I'm angry when I
Coming out
catch myself editing. Angrier
Still that I tolerated what I
have as long as I have. It
isn't over.
I still get scaredbut now it's about what I'm
doing and not what I am.
Greg Kerekes
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ents. These days I'm dealing
w/my fear of abuse if I display
affection w/a man in public.

Rigbee, I have no objections to your being gay, but we here
at Cozy Caskets, Inc. feel thai a ruby ear stud doesn't quite
set the proper tone in the accountina devartment.
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her respect for my gayness. It
hasn't concerned mc that I
wasn't getting involved w/men
except in passing, but then,
that has changed this year, too.
Inconsistancies are becoming
intolerable. I've discovered
I find similar things attractive
in both men and women.
Likewise, qualities that turn mc
off to women eliminate men, as
well.
No more lies on the
I came out to my parphone
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During the first week of
May, Tolstoy College (F) at the
Univ. of Buffalo sponsored a
Men's Conference--an outgrowth
of it's

men's studies program

(which includes a number of men's
support groups and the GLF). The
organizers were ten men from the
community and the Tolstoy College
staff; all of us had experience

ERECT

either as teachers, counselors,
or as members of men's group. Yet
while each of us had had some
prior knowledge or contact with
the "Men's Movement"... still, we
had great difficulty agreeing up
on what that movement is, and
what we had to offer to the
Buffalo Community at the confer- *.
ence.
The feminist movement,
especially after the nationally
attended Women's Conference in
Houston last year, has attained
a certain "news- worthiness".
The men s-liberation movement
has not; it remains in the blind
spot of the predominantly maledominated news media. One reason
may be that the literature of
the men's movement concentrates
on aspects of masculinity where
men feel most vulnerable, that
is, on male roles and stereotyped behavior (unflinching, unemotive, strong, competitive,
rational, progress-oriented, un-

,

get the picture?). Another difficulty is defining exactly what
needs are to be served by sucH
a movement. After all, there are
certainly quite a number of men's
groups around that function
quite satisfactorily without contributing at all to my sense of
liberation or control over my life
such as the Supreme Court, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, even, all
too often, the "fellers" in the bar

MEN'S

The energy of the women's
movement is here to stay as long
as women remain in an inferior
economic status, with all the

selfdestruct ive patterns of "feminine" thought and behavior which
that can bring about. On the whole
men have not had to fight for the

right to vote, for access to jobs,
or for the means to control the

guage and organizational traits
of earlier, radical movements
( the civil rights movement, the
women's movement, gay activism);
still, frequently, I am unable
to define my "struggle"... and am
astonished to discover that, as
often as not, I am my own pig!
The Men's Conference at U.B.
was an attempt at finding out
more about our shared exper-

"i noticed

the hand
i was holding was
hot and sweaty...."

iences as men growing up in America today; how we act out

stereotyped roles; and how we can
get on to something else.
One major organizational
question was whether or not to

include women in the conference;
we decided
to keep the films
and subsequent discussions open
to women, as well as certain of
the weekend workshops.
All during the week we showed evening
films covering a wide range of

conference

male experiences.

those paragraphs, how poor these
descriptions are compared to my
actual experiences at the conference. However, even though
the conference is over, a core
group of men emerged who are
interested in forming a permanent men's center in Buffalo that
would be accessible to the whole
community..a place for men to
come for support, relax, talk,
read, whaLever. As an intermediate step in this direction,
there will be open men's support groups throughout the summer at Tolstoy College (107
Townsend Hall, SUNYAB, Main St.

by alex van oss
I Never Sang

for My Father- concerned the relationship of a son with his sister and his aging parents; and
also the conflict between his
desire to lead his own life' and
his sense of filial responsibility. Faces (directed by John Cassavetes) showed the effects of
a businessman's aggressive corporate behavior upon his friend
ships and family. Gay U.S.A. is
an

exuberant documentary of last

year's Gay Pride Week Marches in

various cities across the country.
After each film we broke down
to meet in small groups, both to
understand the film more fully,
and to relate it, if possible,
to our own lives. For example ,
the conversation in the group I
was in after Gay U.S.A. focused
for awhile on the only two nongay men in the room, who apparently, were the ones who had arranged
for the film to be shown. rhis
evolved into a discussion of
"support" both for gay people
from non-gays, and among the gay
community itself. I argued with
one man about the "right" to remain closeted,since sometimes I
had felt that many of my gay
friends had not supported mc in
my more open activities (such as
my work on the gay radio show-Stonewall Nation--or my leafleting campaign concerning entrap-

,

feature is deftly executed.
The light airy quality of the
paint and almost nondescript
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body movement; misogyny (men's
anger directed at women); as
well as male sexuality and rape
what we do to ourselves and others,
and exploring--through fantasyacts of rape and dominance.
I realize, in reading over

Art View, con't
I

men's

CONFERC,

waveringly heterosexual... you

advent or number of their children. So, if ever I feel in a
bind as a man, my oppression is
qualitatively different, and perhaps not so obvious. While I can
appreciate that "men's liberatioh"
carries with it some of the lan-

notes

BECOMING

ercise" where we paired off< and
took turns speaking to our partner as though he were a friend,
to whom we had something to say
which we'd never said before.
"Men's Images of Women (and
vice versa)"--a mixed group. I
came in late to this workshop
after being for a long time with
a friend who was in the throes
of ending a relationship, and
so don't remember much of what
was said. At one point the men
,and women separated into two
groups One of the men wanted to
hold hands in a small tight circle. I noticed how the hand I
was holding on my right was hot
and sweaty, while the one in my
left was rigid and icy. I wanted
to make them equal somehow. "Stop",
said the person with the cold ~
hand.
"Stop what?"
"Stop wiggling my hand."
"Oh, sorry."
Other workshops involved

background show the sensitivity of the subject as well as
the artist.

Sensitivity is personified
Whetin the works of Degas.
her the pastel sketches of

ballerinas of the coarse line
of charcoal in his sketches of
washerwomen » Degas has an un-

in the Harriman T-room).
Then, suddenly, I realized that
this man was married and had
children, and an academic job.,
and experienced in
life a
whole different set of constraint
than I. He then-told mc that he
had only heard of the conference
through an interview on "Stone
wall Nation". I suddenly felt
very tired, and happy that some
one was listening to the program
merit

after all.
On Saturday we congregated
for an hour over food and drink
and then went into any of a dozen

workshops. Such as:
"Being Erect--accept ing male
physicality and self-image:"
The men in this group simply explained what each had conceived
of this group as being when they

first read the title. From there
they went on to sharing their
feelings about being erectable,
and what that meant to them in
terms of power, performance, and

self-image.
"Male Friends and Lovers/
The Awkwardness of Male Friendship"
This started with a comfortable,

wordless, afterlunch snooze,
with all of us overlapping in a
circle, heads on each other's
stomachs, listening to our breathing, gurgles, thoughts come
and go. Then we tried an "excanny awareness of how the
human form moves and hew to

depict that motion.

Most of the works in the
show included some person or
a reference to people.
With
the exception of Blue Angel by
Marc Chagall, human life was

That
accurately portrayed.
goes for the Island People of
Gaugin and The Laundress Carrying Linen by Degas.
Also on display were some

obscure Van Gogh works. Some
almost realist in contrast to

Campus) on Wendnesday evenings,
7-10 PM. If you would like to
help determine the form and content of these groups and the Men's
Center, feel free to drop in;
or call Tolstoy College (831-5396)
John (876-5354), or Alex (835-8102) for further information.
Finally, one memory was with
mc throughout the conference..
.soon after coming out as gay I
"attended a Gay Anarchist Conference (how's that for Buffalo!).

Both men and women attended and,
after an evening of separate
discussion, we decided to meet
together over some wine to see
what we had to say to one an
other. One women, a member of
a silk screening collective in
Chicago, (check out their posters
at EMMA, the women's bookstore)
spoke right out and said that
she would not feel comfortable
with us men until we could explain how, on a day-to-day basis

"i am astonished to

discover that f as
often as notj am
my own pig!"
we dealt with our sexism.

(Long

pause, a few gagging noises).
At last a friend of mine (now,
alas, in San Prancisco) said,
"Well, I really don't think too
much about "sexism"...l believe,
though, that I'm dealing with
it best by being very aware, and
very caring in my relationships
with other men."
Awareness and caring; I feel
these are my keys to a truly
liberating men's movement.

his highly impressionist technique, xhis show is unique in
that it is on display in one
of the top Modern Art Galleries on the east coast.
The
Albright does possess a small
collection of classical works
but they are somewhat isolated
among the generally larger,
more powerful modern works.
This element in itself provides stimulus to compare the
work done more recently with
that art that has lasted long
past the life of the artist.
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On
Losing

Someone

POETRY
I mourn

fact that we were breaking up,
tried to patch things up one
more time, got real angry at
both him and myself and unconat the loss of every
trolablysad
writing as a Therapist, and that
he
was
for
mc. I am still
one
the content would deal with menfull of sadness and anger, and
tal health issues.
feel that some kind of acceptI don't know about you, but
is not far down the roadance
I am bored silly by pop psych
at moments I can feel a kind of
pieces. I mean, look at what
lightness and resolve that seems
happened to the mental health
But the cycle is not
refreshing.
columnin The Advocate-it got
by
complete and won't
any
means
moved slowly to the back of the
out unloading the anger and hurt
be for awhile and has been a long
bus, and can now be found right
on the new person-a weight that
time coming and he is still in
may sink a budding romance.
after the ads for enema bag.s and
I am going through a period my thought and next to mc in the
quadrapalegic fist fuckers.
nighttime and I wake up at the
The solution, I am convinced of loss right now, which is why
strangest hours to find he is
I suspect, the topic is of inis to write about anything I
not there and that is still hard
terest to mc. I have lost somewant to. This month that happens
to take.
one who has been important to
to be something remotely connectNext month-Something in a
ed to health and/ or happiness.
mc for a long time, and it hurts
lighter vein, no doubt.
Next month it may very well be
alot. I have tried to deny the
Tom Hammond
the newest in beach wear.
It has occurred to mc
through my work with gay men,
as well as through my own journeys, that us gay folk experience a lot of loss. More loss,
I suspect, than our heterosexual
counterparts,though I have no
verification for that claim. A
majority of straight folks
marry(often frequently) and go
through life(or some of it) with
one (or two or five) significant
others by their side( or somewhere near by).
Gay relationships often
are less permanent. Without social, legal and religious commitments to uphold, we are more
arraignment. It is issued by the
The rays of the spring sun melt
free to move in and out of refiling of a complaint before a
over your newly waxed automobile as
lationships as they fit our
magistrate showing probable cause
the tape deck fills your car with
needs. A by-product of the flexfor the arrest of the accused. Such
music. You are all prepared for a
ibility of some gay relationships
day at the beach. You glance in
a warrant may be executed at any
is loss.
the rear view mirror and freeze.
time of any day. of the week. It
Not the kind of loss one
must also describe the offense
A police car is following you with
suffers when a relative dies or
charged and contain either the name
interest. Your foot pulls the car
a favorite momento disappears ,
from 65 mph down to a respectable
or a clear description of the acthough there are similarities.
cused. When the police officer
53 mph.
Your mind races over the
It'sthe loss of another human
check list--insurance card and rearrests you he must tell you that
When it was agreed that I
would write a column for this
publication, it was also generally understood that I would be

.

Unless such loss is really
recognized and resolved in us
it lingers around, weighing us
down, reminding us of the relationship that is no longer.
A constant denial of any loss
will bottle it all up inside,
and it will remain there- for
months, years, a lifetime. And
during that time, it will be
very difficult to engage ourselves with someone else with

not

for the loneliness

of not being with you

but
for the fact
that each day that transpires
until

we meet

is one less day
we have together

fh/A

_

In Vinculis

YOUR RIGHTS IF ARRESTED

being whom, you have allowed into your arms and your heart who
is no longer there.
Since we often enter into
many relationships as gay men, we

also exit from a few more. That
loss is an extremely common
feeling amongst us, and is
equally important to accept and
resolve.
In the movies (and therefore
in all our upbringings) loss
was experienced in a number of
ways.After Rhett left, Scarlet
looked toward her future-"After
all, tomorrow is another day."
The tragic movie hero who loses
his only true love wanders the
earth in a drunken stupor, hopelessly forlorn. The classic
Hollywood pose is the stiff
upper lip-walk out proud, head
held high, "I'll cry tomorrow."
I really don't know how
many of us actually live these
examples in dealing with our
own losses-I suspect there is
a little of each one in all of
us. We have also created our
own way to cope with loss.
Not gettingtoo close to a
possible partner is one way to
avoid the pain of loss. Dumping
the guy early in the relationship before you suspect he'll
dump you or before your feelings
have grown for him is another.
Pretending you feel nothing for
him, or nothing about the end of
the relationship is a third,
and the list goes on-hating
yourself, tearing down the other
person, eating drinking and be-

,

ing merryj.ad nauseam.
There is no "right" way to
resolve loss. Like the waning

of the moon and the falling of
leaves it is a necessary
and important part of our life
cycle. The stages of loss one
goes through after death-denial,
anger, bargaining, depression
and acceptance-are equally valid
for resolving the end of a re
lationship, though they do not
provideus with a cookbook formula tor what to do when we
lose someone.

jautumn
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gistration in the glove compartment,
both stickers up to date and neatly
affixed to the windshield, driver's
license in your wallet, the grass
filled Baggie hidden where "They'll

never find it", and no alchohol on
the breath. Everything in good order. You glance again in the mirror; the patrol car has just turned
into a Dunkin' Donuts. Your foot
weighs down a bit on the gas pedal.
The truth is that the police
often represent to us, even in the
most innocent situations, a mysterious, modern Inquisition. Any
illusions of the kind, beat walking,
Irish cop who pats children's heads
and obliges himself to sidewalk
fruit displays have been dispelled,
in Buffalo at least, by the Richard
Long Case. The fact is that the
police are, in spite of their cries
of being hamstrung by court decisions,
endowed with a sizeable array of
powers over the ordinary citizen.
For our concern, the most important
two of these are the right to arrest
and the right to search. It is surprising how few of us know our basic
rights when confronted with these
situations.
An arrest is defined as "the
taking of a person into custody that
he may be forthcoming to answer for
the commission of an offense." An
arrest would also include verbal
restraint by a policeman or citizen.
It may be the first move in a criminal prosecution causing you to be
taken into immediate custody or it
may follow an indictment, information
or complaint and may follow the issuance of an appearance ticket, similar to a traffic ticket.
On occasion, an atrest is by
warrant. An arrest warrant is a
process issued by a local court directing a police officer to arrest
a defendant, with the purpose of

*

he is acting under the authority of
an arrest warrant, and must show
the warrant to the accused upon request either immediately, if he has

it, or as soon after the arrest as

possible.

Don't try to refuse an arrest
warrant. If you refuse to let the
police enter, after the statement
of authority. If you attempt an es-

if it is feared you will
either destroy evidence or endanger
the police themselves, a break-in
may be accomplished without any
notice whatsoever. The fourth amendment requires a probable cause to
exist in these instances, but note
that a complaint sufficient for the ■
issuance of an arrest warrant may
be based on the officer's own observations or even on hearsay information, if there is sufficient corroboration.
More commonly, arrests are made
cape or

without warrants. If a policeman
believes you have committed a crime
(in or out of his presence), or if
he believes that you were lawfully
arrested by a private person, he

must, when making the arrest, inform
you of the reason, unless you are
in fact committing the crime or be-

ing chased. A chase may extend beyond the officer's geographical area,
even into another state, although
extradition to return the accused
to the original state is required.
For a warrantless arrest, the police
must reasonably "believe" a crime
has been committed. Mere suspicion
is not enough, and the primary purpose must be to effect an arrest
not, e.g., to make an unconstitutional search and seizure.

If the

arrest is based on open activity
it must be apparently criminal.
Observing teenagers passing brown
envelopes, observing someone's
nervous behavior when a patrol car
passes by a telephone booth in an
area of high narcotics use, and

Gilb. Forum Rom.
In chains; in actual custody.
Applied also, figuratively, to the condition of a
person who is compelled to submit to terms which
oppression and his necessities impose on him.
1
Story 3 Eq.Jur. %302.

by CLAN CHATTAN
observing a "hand-rolled cigarette
in white paper" on the back seat of
an automobile have all been ruled
insufficient grounds for arrest in
various courts. However, a Michigan court has ruled that if an
officer hears words and other
sounds suggesting illegal sexual
activity in a tent, he may open the
tent, arrest the occupants and
photograph them for evidence. The
test is clearly often vague, open
to question in each case.
Citizens may also arrest you
without a warrant if you have in
fact committed a felony or committed
a non-felony in his presence. He
must also inform you of his reason,
and talke you before a judge or turn
you over to the police" without
unnecessary delay." Even if the
citizen has reason to believe a crime
had been committed, you may sue him
if you did not actually commit the
crime. You may also use reasonable
force to resist a citizen's unlawful arrest. However, if you resist
an officer's- arrest, he may use all
necessary means to arrest you,
including force.
From the above, it can be seen
that an arrest does not cover temporary detention in a "stop and
frisk" situation. Often, an officer
may be privileged to detain a citizen even though he might not be privileged to arrest him. For instance,
if a police officer reasonably suspects that a person is about to commit a crime, he may stop him in a
public place and demand his name, address and explanation of his contact.
You are not required to answer as.the
New York and Federal Constitutions
guarantee your right to remain silent.
If the police officer reasonably
suspects himself to be in physical
danger, he may make a weapons search.
The Supreme Court has ruled that
"stop and frisk" types of limited
detention and search do not violate

the Fourth Amendment even though made
without a warrant and without probable
cause to make an arrest. As in all
situations, however, the court has
set up an objective test stating that
reasonable grounds for the detention
must exist.
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Next edition--Search and
Seizure, Right to remain silent

BOOK REVIEW

Gay Men, Women, and Politics Part One : History

by Bill Coleman
Socialism and the New Li fe: The Personal and
Sexual Pol it Ics oI" Edward ClTrpente r
and Have lock EllTs~, by She 11 a
Rowbotham and Jeffrey Weeks. $5.95
paper. 198 pp. Pluto Press.

:

Coming Out Homosexual Pol it Lcs in Brrta-i n
from the Nineteenth Century to
Present, by Jeffrey Weeks. $11.95
paper. 278 pp. Quartet Rooks.
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[Both books available from Glad Day Rooks,
139 Seaton St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada
MSA 2T2. Add 25<£ each for postage.]

In my next three articles I will be
trying to explore the connections between

the loves of women, the lives of criminals, the fate of savage nations, should
be in the hands of such a set of general
nincompoops; men so fatuous that it actually does not hurt them to see the
streets crammed with prostitutes by night,
or the parks by day with the semi-lifeless
bodies of tramps; men to whom it seems
quite natural that our marriage and social
over the
institutions should lumber
bodies of women, as our commercial institutions grind over the bodies of the poor,
and our "imperial" enterprise over the
bodies of barbarian races, destroyed by
drink and devilry." The poor choices
facing Victorian men are correllated to
those' facing "their" women: " Today, or

the issues of gay liberation, feminism,
and our political lives as members of the
larger community. In this article I
review two books both largely about the
late 19th and early 20th century writer
and activist Edward Carpenter, who devoted
his life to making these connections. Next
month's review will deal with how these
connections were made in two fictional
communities in science fiction novels by
Ursula K. Leguin. In the last article I
will step outside of my role as book
reviewer to f.rv to

maVp
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enough white, heterosexual, middle-class
American males in the world to keep the

-

other 99% of us as enslaved as we are!
Oppression only continues because each of
us acquiesces in the oppression of the
groups that he or she doesn't happen to.
to.

better society.
Edward Carpenter (1844-1928) was born
into an upper middle class Victorian
family and, as a young man, trained for

the clergy. Eventually he found this whole
life stifling. It neither offered him any
personal satisfaction nor did it give any
real means for his desire for social justice. The single issue that gave him the
clearest perspective on this was his
homosexuality. What he learned from Whitman in this regard was that society had
its values precisely backwards; it wasn't
sex that was dirty but Victorian prudery:
"That we should leave our children to pick
up their information about the most profound and vital, of all human functions,
from the mere cutter, and to learn it
first from the lips of ignorance and vice,
seems almost incredible, and certainly
indicates the deeply-rooted unbelief and

. . .

uncleanliness of our own thoughts
Till this dirty and dismal sentiment with
regard to the human body is removed there
can be little hope of anything like a free
and generous public life. With the regeneration of our social ideas the whole conception of Sex as a thing covert and to
be ashamed of, marketable and unclean,
will have to be regenerated." Carpenter
traces this connection between attitudes
twoard sex and the "free and generous
public life" in a number of ways. First,
with regard to the young middle and upper
class British male, Carpenter saw how the—
repression of sexual and other emotions
led to the creation of the type of individual who was ruling the empire. He is
someone so insulated from real life that
he never really grows up; he stays "halfbaked." "It certainly is maddening at
times to think that the destinies of the
world, the organization of society, the
wonderful scope of possible statesmanship,
the mighty issues of trade and industry,

tionships. This makes Socialism and the
New Li fe one of the few most important
books to have come out of the Gay movement,
far more important than any abstract discussion of ideology could be.
Jeffrey Weeks' essay on Ellis, although
cxplicitlycommitted to the same ideals, is
actually of a different sort. Weeks is
apparently only able to see his subjects as
the embodiment of ideas and his essay is
He
simply a discussion of these ideas.
explicitly tells us that Ellis' ideas and
work were based on certain personal experiences and not vice versa.
"The 'revelation' Ellis interpreted as a mystical experience... (it) offered a basis for his
Nonetheless, somewhat
later philosophy."
later we find Ellis "trapped within the

riage, while remaining emotionally loyal
and open with one another." A discussion
of the way Ellis and Lees were able to
manage this emotionally might be helpful
to those of us who are exploring alternative forms of relationships.
Instead,
what Weeks gives us is an endless discussion of various "isms".
Thus in one actionpacked paragraph we encounter '"neo-Malthusian' ideas", "capitalism", "Malthusian
myths", "socialists", "social Darwinist
ideas", and "racialist terrors." In the
end he is unable to present Ellis as having
the personal and political greatness that
many have seen in him.
Not only is Weeks preoccupied with
ideas, but some of .them aren't very good.
For instance he keeps harping on the bio"The assump-.
logical determinism business.

those of us on our side, the "minorities"
gays, women, blacks, the third world,
the poor
the oppression directed
against our particular group often seems
to be the only important form of oppression. We each wage our particular campaign
against the "majority". As if there were

As important as the recognition of
the strategic necessity of cooperation is,
it is only a beginning. Is it really the
case that as a white male my only interest in the fight against racism and sexism
is an external ethical and strategic one 9
If I am the oppressor and they are the
oppressed, then why is it that I live
a life of such emotional and social and
even economic poverty? It should be
obvious that any society whose social organization depends on the oppression of
women or blacks or gays or anybody is
hopelessly diseased. What is required is
some sort of an analysis of the issues
involved so that we can work toward a

daily needs. It is
this sense of politics as personal and
social restructuring that Carpenter and
his diverse group of friends shared. Rowbotham probes this with extraordinary skill
and insight. She avoids "issues" and "movements" and stays clearly focused on the
people she is dealing with and on their
complicated official and unofficial rela-

of the year, attempted to enjoy their
separate incomes, and both had emotional
and sexual entanglements outside the mar-

followers of Bryant and Shaffly, and the
politicals right in general. However, to

belong

to each other and ar-

range to fulfill our

conservatism that his biological theories
dictated." Prom what I can see, Ellis'
life wasn't as public as Carpenter's but
it still merits some discussion.
One interesting feature is the fact that Ellis,
a heterosexual, married a gay woman, Edith
Lees.
They "lived apart for large parts

contribution to this discussion.
As some of the women reminded us at
a recent Mattachine meeting, there is a
group of people to whom these connections
are obvious at a g\it level, namely the

--

we actually relate

Edward Carpenter
up to today,
j us t as the wage-earner has
had no means of livelihood except by the
sale of his bodily labor, so woman has had
no means of livelihood except by the surrender of her bodily sex. She could dispose
of it to one man for life, and have in
return the respect of society and the
caged existence of the Lady or the drudge,
or she could sell it night by night and
be a "free woman", scorned oC the world
and portioned to die in the gutter."
Carpenter wanted nothing to do with
any of this. He left the clergy and moved
to Sheffield as a lecturer for the University Extension Movement. Eventually an
inheritance allowed him to buy a cottage
at Millthorpe outside Sheffield.
I'rom
there he carried on his political activity
as well as engaging in a life of "simplification"; of manual labor, gardening, dropping class and sex barriers.
Eventually
he met George Merrill with whom lie formed
(Merrill emerges
a life-long relationship.
as one o[' the most interesting characters
in the book, I would certainly like to
see publication of the "Mss, notes on
George Merrill", constantly cited in the

-

footnotes.)

Rowbotham's presentation of Carpenter,
in keeping with her subject's own ideals,
is quite concrete.
At first this is bewildering and seems to assume that the
reader has a high degree of familiarity
with and interest in a large number of
minor figures.and organizations from late
Victorian British politics.
liventually
I came to see all these people as the)
saw themselves and each other, not as major
or minor figures but as individuals with
a life of their own. Also I saw their
organizations as attempts on' their part to
build a life that actually met their needs,
needs very similar to mine, although
clothed in an apparently antique guise.
This brings home the idea that the thing
we call."politics" --the external thing
directed from Washington or Albany or City
Hall-- is actually a travesty of the thing
that politics really is--the way in which

,

tion that individual behavior is the product of inherent biological drives rather
than of social processes tends today to
be the hallmark of reactionary thought...
For if social characteristics were given
by nature there were limits beyond which
social reform could not go." On the contrary, there is a significant segment of
the left that believes that the concept

of inherent, if not necessarily biological,
drives is absolutely necessary to keep
liberal capitalist social engineers from
turning us all into obediant little consumers. See, for example, the discussion
in Paul Goodman's Growing Up Absurd.
Nonetheless, to give Weeks his due,
a number of the ideas he presents are quite
In particular the fundamental premise
good.

of Coming Out is excellent.
"Part of the
difficulty HF that homosexuality is usually
seen as a separate 'problem', to be explored in isolation from other social phenomena.
In fact a closer examination reveals that attitudes to homosexuality are

inextricably linked to wider questions....

The late nineteenth century sees a deepening hostility toward homosexuality,
alongside the emergence of new definitions of
homosexuality and the homosexual.... We tend
to think now that the word 'homosexual' has
an unvarying meaning, beyond time and
history.
In fact it is itself a product of
history, a cultural artifact designed to
express a particular concept... This is
centrally related to the evolution of what
Mary Mclntosh has called a 'homosexual
role':
'The creation of a specialized,
despised and punished role ot homosexual
keeps the bulk of society pure." This is
in contradistinction to the belief that
there is a uniform Gay History to be retrieved by, say, publishing poems on boylove by Medieval Arabs or descriptions of
the berdache cult among the Plains Indians.
I find it difficult to relate to these,
not because I can't relate to pederasty or
to defining my life by a sex role.
Thus
although I am connected to these people by
my homosexuality I am connected to others
in a rich and complicated pattern that de-

fies stereotyping.

CONT ON PAGE 13
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Yes, the semi perma-frost region of
Western New York has finally thawed out
enough for those of you so inclined to get

,

you

contact

,

garden. Well,
back to nature and plant
now is the time to do. Even though the
weather hasn't really been co-operating with
us that much up until now, there are still
a few things to do in preparation for plant-

)

a

ing.

:

The soil should be turned over and a
nice dosage of organic fertilizer applied
and worked in. Dehydrated or composted cow

|

ERIE COUNTY

Health

■

Department
8467687
or drop in at

1

William C. Hardy

manure works will, or Driconure (dehydrated
It
turkey and chicken manure) is a worder.
smell horrendous, but works miracles on
If you have beds that contain
your plants.
spring bulbs that are still blooming, so as
not to disturb them, work up the soil
around them v:ith a hoe or similar tool,
apply the fertilizer and work it in. Now
plant to your hearts content.
If you have beds in full sun, zinnias,
petunias,.marigolds,

RATH BLDG.
share your love

|§

not

disease !

snapdragons and allysum

will flourish with unmitigated vigor. For
shade, there are impatiens, coleus, wax begonias and fushias. Plenty of water during
hot, dry spells (yes, we do get them occa-

sionally) will produce larger even more prolific plants.
For those of you wishing to grow a
It can
strictly gay garden, don't despair.
be done.
First and foremost in any gay garden would be, yes, of course, the pansy.
A
true perennial, best treated as an annual,
this lively little libido will flourish,
blotched or unblotched in an area protected

from the intense rays of the afternoon sun.
Next, the Purpee seed Co., has a variety of
marigold called, 'Cay Ladies'.
Need I say
more?
Two varieties of hardy chrysanthemum,
'Gay Sun' and 'Gay Mood,' would add interest

to any perennial border.
Liatris Spicata,
commonly called gay feather, is a spectacu+
lar perennial, with its 21/2 root spikes
composed of hundreds of tiny florets of rose
or white.
Gypsophilia, perennial babies
breath, variety 'Bristol Fairy,' when used
fresh or dried, adds a light, airy touch to
any floral arrangement.
Lastly, a variety
of Shasta Daisy called 'May Queen,' is sure
to please any queen, no matter what the
month.

So, if you get the urge(for gardening,
I mean), get out there and plant one, no
It's well worth the
matter what size.
effort. If you have any questions, please
feel free to drop mc a line care of the
Mattachine Society.
So, for now, happy gardening!
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MAILBAG con't
because the people I love will be in NYC; and, I'm
wanting to live in a place where people glow with
energy and are involved with work and their lives.
Buffalo can be an incredibly difficult place to
thrive
especially if one is Gay.
I am a twenty-three year old white, middle class
woraan who has not successfully come out in Buffalo.
I have known that I've loved women before I knew
what "lesbian" meant, when I was twelve in camp. At
a nice racialist Jewish camp, hugging and kissing
girls was a shame I didn't quite understand. During
adolescence, I didn't deal with men and always had
one close woman friend.
In retrospect, they were lovers. We used to
practice doing things so that we'd be prepared for
the "boys"
the boys never came running or lining up. I was fat, unattractive.and. didn't know
how to flirt or "play". College Was'tne turning
point; I lost weight, discovered heterosexual sex,
felt accepted and became "politicized" through my
work in women's studies at SUNY. I became a political person and thought of myself as bisexual, but
was told there was no such thing.
'Twas very confusing. I left Buffalo with a man
and traveled 'cross country for a year and met lots
of women like mc
lo' and behold we DID exist [
Women dealt with it in a variety of ways : some
identified as straight, some gay--all acknowledged
feeling bisexual. I returned to Buffalo for grad
school and started acting on my feelings--I had
difficulty with straight women because of their
biases and limits and I had difficulty with gay
women because of my current involvement with a man
and a woman.
I have come out to myself and to close friends.
I feel gay--I feel open to men--but I know that
because of a patriarchal sexist society I won't
meet many that I will want to or be able to deal
with. I prefer women in general in all areas of
my life and yet I happen to love a particular man
very much. He's gay too and we're a mystery to
lots of people--I'm getting to know his male lover
and beginning to like him and respect their relationship. Life can get incredibly complicated.
I feel like I'm trying an alternative to an oppresive heterosexual monogamous nuclear family. Sometimes it seems harder. There are real reasons to
be monogamous, straight, and have a family unit.
Capitalism is a drag--jobs are shit--life is a
constant battle with the gas and phone company.
I deal with pain constantly but feel like my relationships are open and real and I am involved
in the process of defining what they are and what
that means. I feels real but a constant struggle.

—

--

-

--

SELections by Sam
Being more involved at this point in
the movement toward Gay Liberation than I
had ever imagined, there is an element
among many of our brothers and sisters that
disturbs mc. Perhaps part of the gap between mc and them is one of age, but I
know it is more than that.
I am concerned with the fact that
many gay persons are irreligious and even
anti-religion. They seem to have internalized the comments and pronouncements that
homosexuality is a "sin," and those who
are homosexuals are "sinners." And in
that state they are outside some churches'

and religious boundaries, so they stay
away.
Self-fulfilling prophecies and
stereotyping are apparently alive and

well!

At this point I must mention that my
written thoughts reflect where I see myself. I am a Christian and a member of
the United Church of Christ, the same denomination in which I wa's baptized, con-

firmed, and heterosexually married. My
lifemate (an ordained minister) and I
regularly attend worship services and ac-

tively participate in a discussion group
at the church we joined last fall.
To be sure, most of us have heard of
our "transgression in the eyes of God"
from those who consider themselves loving
(How do
persons and.=»good church people.
they know what she sees, or chooses to
ignore?)
Both clergy and laity are quick
to cite the worn-out stories of Sodom and
Gomorrah, and they continue to pick T)ut

the sections of the Book of Leviticus
Paul and
which deal with homosexuality.
his pronouncements get mentioned, and all
around us many "mainliners", evangelicals,
and pentacostals continue to miss the
point that the New Testament makes all
the difference.
Among the several religious publications we recei.ve in our home only a few
in the last several months have failed
to include an article about'gay-related

BOOK REVIEW con't
If Weeks had Rowbotham's imaginative
power to bring this premise to life, Coming
Out would be a great book.As it is it is
still a good book which definitely should
be read by anyone seriously interested in
the gay movement.
It is certainly far
better than such tawdry rip-offs as A.L.
Rowse's Homosexuals in History. It has
a number of good ideas.
It brings together
a lot of good historical information.

Finally it is instructive to see that despite the victory of liberal reformism in
England via the Wolfenden report and the
subsequent legal changes, the position of
British gays still leaves a lot to be
desired. Apparently something more radical
is needed.

...from a Religious
Perspective
issues or run an ad for a book on the
One of the newer books on the
subject.
market is Is the Homosexual My Neighbor?
by Letha Scanzoni and Virginia Ramey
Mollenkott (Harper §
1978, $6.95),
and it is the most recent acquisition in
our home library.
I had the opportunity
to hear Ms. Mollenkott speak at a Buffalo
area conference a few weeks .ago, and I
also was able to speak with her directly
several times during the day.
She is a

Row'

loving and affirmative person!
Coming from an evangelical perspective, the book reminds thinking Christians
"that every person is our neighbor" and

that "the Bible is likewise clear on what
our responsibility is to our neighbor.
Love."
In their very readable and short

Ah--support--it has been difficult for mc to find
support politically in this city. It's a twocamped village--straight or gay and rhetoric in
between. I feel a loss on that count--NYC might
seem overwhelming to mc but at least there are
many camps and I'll be able to find my niche and
use my energy and awareness to survive and add to
the struggle--and I can enjoy Patti Smith even
with her sexist imagery because she's a dynamic
creative poet and she inspires.

book--only 157 pages--Scanzoni and Mollenkott ask their Christian readers if they
are willing to be Christian. This is a
carefully written book and Biblically
well-documented, one that belongs in many
personal and institutional libraries,
including church book shelves. 'All
church bodies which at least are willing
to discuss the gay issue should consider
the authors' thoughtful and loving com-

mentary.
These two women are not alone in
their expression of concern, insight,
(How unand acceptance of gay persons.
like the negative responses to the fact
of homosexuality in today's society!)
We
have many friends out there.
Let us sup-

Nina Klebanoff

I

I

Shalom.

Everyman's Bookstore
3102. M/UNST, BUFFALO

H

BOOKS from small and large presses:
music, politics, philosophy,

poetry,

men's studies, women's studies,
film, fiction, and more.

Great Arrow
BUFFALO

T SHIRTS
CLEAN OUT YOUR
CLOSETS SO THAT
OTHERS MAY COME
OUT OF THEIRS

***

PERIODICALS: Coevolution Quarterly,
New Age, RFD, In These Times, Gay
Left, Dancemagazine, Open Road, Seven
Days, Mother Jones, and others.

port them.

Later this month a four-day conference is being held at a retreat center
in eastern Pennsylvania for gays, friends
and parents of gays, non-gays, women
and men, clergy and laity. Among leaders
are the familiar names of Frs. McNeil
and Boyd, Ms. Nancy Krody, James Nelson,
Ms. Barbara Gittings, and Ron Weisner.
The meeting is designed to explore the
gay Christian experience. -Don and I will
be attending and in another column I plan
to respond to the experience.

-jgn
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gay directory

BARS & RESTAURANTS

DOMINIQUE'S, 20 Allen Street, Buffalo. 886-8694.
MEAN ALICE'S, 729 Main Street, Buffalo.

BUFFALO

THE COPPER KETTLE,

2295 Main St

356-3298.

...Buff alo 836-9:

VIT.LA CAPRI, 937 Main St., Buffalo. 886-9469.

MOVEMENT

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

MATTACHINE SOCIETY OF THE NIAGARA'FRONTIER, Business and
Fifth Freedom office at 45 Allen St., 2nd floor. Mailing
address MSNF, Box 1270 Ellicott Station, Buffalo, NY 14205.
Meetings every 1st and 3rd Sunday of the month held at the
Unitarian Church, Elmwood & West Ferry: Pot Luck Dinner at
6:00 PM followed by meeting and program at 7:30 PM. All
Call 881-5335 for information
Tnembers and friends welcome.
and counseling.

Meetings every Wednesday at 8:30 Pm.
Building #210, apt 102, Niagara St.

Shoreline Apartments,

BATHS

CLUB AMHERST, 44 Almeda Street; 835^-6711.
membership required.

Club

BOOKSTORES
GAY RIGHTS for OLDER WOMEN (G.R.O.W) Call the Buffalo
Women Center, 499 Franklin St., tel. 886-5293 for information.
GAY LIBERATION FRONT/ SUNYAB, College F (Tolstoi House),
Townsend Hall, Main St, Campus, UB, Gay coffeehouse every
Friday evening at 8 p.m. Phone 831-5386 for information;
counseling offered at GLF number every Monday-WednesdayFriday from 10-2 p.m.

EMMA, Women's Bookstore, 2474 Main St. at Greenfield,
Buffalo, NY 336-8970

MARRAKESH, 55 Allen St., 882-8200.

Gay periodicals.

RADIO PROGRAMS
STONEWALL NATION, WBFO-FM, 88.7 FM, Mondays 10:30 to
''Mainly a talk show, interviews, reviews, music,
etc. Mostly gay men."

11 p.m.

STUDENT ALLIANCE FOR GAY EQUALITY (SAGE), Buffalo State
University College, 111 Cassety Hall, 1300 Elmwood Avenue,
Buffalo. Mailing address Cassety Hall B20. Meetings
every Tuesday evening at 8 p.m. in Room 414 of the Union.

CLUBS

NEW YORK/ONTARIO LEATHER CLUB (NYOLC), Box 684, Ellicott
Station, Buffalo 14205. Meetings held every 2nd Sunday of
the month at 699 Elmwood Ave. at 3:00 PM. Call 886-9469.

Parents of Gays/Lesbians, 144-25 Roosevelt Ave..,
Flushing, New York 11355

NIAGARA FALLS

RELIGIOUS GROUPS
the Center for Justice at
Dignity/Buffalo, Meetings
1st
Sunday of the Month:
2273 Main St., Buffalo, NY.
Luck
Dinner & planning
Pot
Liturgy at 3 PM followed by
at 5 PM
Liturgy
3rd
of
the
month:
Sunday
meeting.
business
Call
884-5631
for further
meeting.
followed by

BARS & RESTAURANTS

at

AD LIB TAVERN, 2228 Falls Street, Niagara Falls.
I-TSY BITSY LOUNGE,

1149 Michigan Avenue, Niagara Falls.

information.

WOMENSCOPE
I must apologize for the
brevity of this column but my
original assignment was to interview Bill Schroder of Ricardo's. I made an appointment
with him to discuss the reason
for the bar's closing. He
failed to keep the appointment.

later date he accused mc
of attempting to print a fictional story.
I had no such
intentions.
On a

SHOE

1

J

J

'STORES

71 GRANT ST. 886-8435
721 ELMWOOD AYE.

883-5449

By Pattie Yarger
We regrettably witnessed

the abrupt closing of Ricardo's
Several welcomed changes
(including new disco music,
new lights, specials at the
bar, i.e. 2 for 1 on Wednesday and Friday, and a live
performance by Foxy--Buffalo's
all women band) had been made.
The ex-owner was not available
for comment.
Mean Alice's has not yet
been stuck with trying to ac-

comodate the overflow of women.
This could be due to the
fact that most of the outgoing
women are not going out. Valentino's is being looked into
as a possible site for a new
women's bar.
The new lesbian social
club, Women Together has already started socializing.
A
picnic for Sunday, June Jlth
at the Audubon New Community
(2:00
8:00 pm) has been
planned. And also a dance on
Saturday, June 17th from 9 pm.
to 1 am. at the Unitarian
Church.
On June 21st at the Unitarian Church, the National
Organization of Women is having
a Speak Out.
It starts at
8 pm. and all women are urged
to attend.
Buffalo's Gay Pride Week
starts the 11th of June with
National Gay Pride Week starting the 18th in New York City.
I hope many of my sisters join
with mc in participating in
the various events that have
been planned.
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Light Fountain Books
532 Elmwood Avenue
Near Utica

Buffalo, N.Y. 14222

884-4094

Buy "
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WOMEN TOGETHER !
I LESBIANS OF BUFFALO!

I

Male wishes to contact Gay
Males, ages 20 to 40. Please
write to Occupant, Box 687
Hllicott St., Bfflo, NY 14205.
Please include your phone
number.

Someone out there knew

•

I

Mattachine.

I

/

Mature male bachelor
to rent newly redecorated garage apt. (living room, ktch.
bdrm. private bath) rent to be
discussed-or to work in retail
store.
Contact Box PRF c/o

I
lpecr,wine £pop
(women
on]f) J i
|c/o nation $t door'

i
I

....

D.C. TURNS
-

ance, expressed "complete
agreement" with the proposal.
"We have done a lot better
than other minority groups,"
Lee pointed out.
"Marijuana
and other issues are still
viewed as controversial matOur issues are regardters.
ed as just correcting out-

dated laws. J*

Philadelphia Gay News

Boston Teachers Organize
The first meeting of Boston Area Lesbian and Gay Teachers took place on May 9: at, the
offices of Dignity in Boston.
Over twenty-five women and men
pre-school, elementary, secondary, and college teachers
were present
A major issue of concern
was the risk involved in atr
tending such a meeting since
non-gay people might be there
from school boards.
Gays are
not protected in Massachusetts
from dismissal due to their
sexuality.

Other issues addresed included gay-baiting by students,
avoidance of bars and political
activities
Gay teacher groups have
been formed throughout the
nation over the past five
years.
Groups now exist in
New York, San Francisco and
Los Angeles.
The Boston group
is the first of its kind in
New England.

NAVY ENDORSES
NON-REPEATING
MEMBERS
The US Navy has modified its
regulations which previously

described homosexuals as persons "who cannot be tolerated
in a military organization."
Under the new regulations a
member of the Navy who has committed a homosexual act "and
who does not profess or demonstrate proclivity to repeat

%mp]_.

I
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such an act" may be considered
for retention. Retention in
the service may be permitted
"only if the aforesaid is not
likely to present any adverse
impact either upon the member's
(sic) continued performance or
military duties or upon the
readiness, efficiency, or morals of the unit to which the
member is assigned." bo "dy POLITIC

BOSTON-More than 200 children,
women and men gathered on the
Boston Common Saturday afternoon, May ]3, to demonstrate
support for lesbian mothers.
The rally, organized by the
Mothers Day Committee, was festive and spirited, with music
and Theater as well as speeches
One of the organizers of
the rally started the rally off

*
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around that the real issue is
"control
women taking and
keeping control of our own
lives. The nuclear family operates to keep tight control
on the behavior of women." She
said that lesbian mothers were
under heavy attack these days
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greenfield street restaurant

wl

Vegetarian

they most specifically
challenged the nuclear family

because
model.

"There, are other ways, too,
in which women are punished for
their sexuality,and their deviation from the norm," she continued. "Prostitutes, who openly sell sex in order to make a
living, are persecuted by the
Single mothers are sublaw.

jected to insulting investigations into their personal lives
before they are allowed to receive money from the State.
Woman who have abortions are
labelled 'selfish and irresponsible. At the same time, many
poor and Third World women are
losing the right to ever have
children by being forced into
unwanted sterilizations. The
attacks against lesbian mothers
are closely connected to the
attacks against Third-World
women, low-income women, prosany women trying to
titutes
break free of society's structure and to determine her own
life."
The Boston Lesbian Mothers
celebration was part of a nationwide attempt to focus attention on the issues of lesbian mothers, and who this society allows to bear and raise
children. In New York City
more than 200 people came to-

|
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HUNDREDS ATTEND LESBIAN
MOTHER'S DAY RALLY

For Sale:
Ski Boots: men's
size 8; women's size 6 1/2.
Call Mattachine Business
Office at 881-5335.

Mayo Lee, president of
the D.C. Gay Activist Alii

3n/n-5pJ i

DICHIC'iSt/ndbi// /we

Mattachine.

Male wishes to meet
SOCKS
other males into same; discreet.
Send contact information to
Robert Giszter, 150 Stanislas,
Buffalo 14212

J« f

1:00

Q:oo

i

Wanted:

I

lUniCGndn t/iwersa^r
\Chiirch-ElrnujoQ<l at ferry

NYC

4-6-4's and PRR 4-6-2's
I
lost your letter. Please try
again. Peter (NYC,
PRR), c/t

■ i

Meals

�""

Natural

ViTI

Salads & Spreads
Daily Hot Specials

Fresh Squeezed Juices
Home Baked Bread

25 greenfield street

836-9035

One fi/oc£ /Vorf/7 of Jewitt off Main

Open for lunch 1 1:30-5:00/for dinner 5:00-9:00
Weekend breakfast from 9:30

HAND CRAFTED PIPES

YANA BOOKS

TOBACCO CIGARS
CIGARETTES

ON OCCULT
PIPES REPAIRED

-

gether Sunday evening, May

J4.

Andre Lorde, a black lesbian,
read her poetry; Bey Grant sang
for the crowd; and a group of
children performed.
Rallies were also held in
Hartford, Portland, Ann Arbor
(Mich.)*, and Seattle. One
hundred people turned out in
the rain for Seattle's demonstration, which focused both
on ,lesbian mothers and the upcoming referendum in that city
to repeal the gay civil rights
ordinance. In Rhode Island,
women organized a campaign to
send family court judges mot-

hers day cards.

882-1730
11 AM- 6 PM MON. thru SAT.

'56 ELMWOOD AYE.. BtFFALO NY
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